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Presentations 

Welcome: 

George Hogg, SNH


George welcomed everyone to the Forum - which was his last as chair, as he will be stopping work for SNH 
at the end of the year. His balanced and inclusive chairing of the Forum has been appreciated by everyone


George talked about the range of significant environmental issues on the go at the moment of particular 
relevance to the environment of Highland. These included the Climate Emergency and the Scottish 
Government Action Plan expected in the Spring, the proposals for a Highland Adaptation Plan, the 
development of the Green Health Partnership, the reports due the Autumn from the Sctoish Government’s 
working groups on Deer and Moorland Management, the start of work on the 2030 vision for a new 
Biodiversity Strategy and the work being discussed today in relation to the Highland Biodiversity Action 
Plan on the back of the recent IPBES report. Much of this, and more, is referred to in the recently published 
Scottish Programme for Government - the details of which have been highlighted in a short SNH briefing, 
which can be downloaded from the Forum website.


Members of the Forum were invited to get in touch with Caroline if they would be interested in find out more 
about and/or joining the:


• Biodiversity working group overseeing the current plan and beginning to work on the 2021 - 2026 plan.

• Marine litter working group

• Directory to be set up on the Forum website so that community groups etc can find out about people 

willing to give them a talk, lead a guided walk etc.


Some current Highland Biodiversity Action 

A positive contribution: The Highland Biodiversity Action Plan:  
Giles Brockman, Forest and Land Scotland


Giles outlined some of the many positive actions that have taken place to date during the current 
biodiversity action plan - including a number of landscape scale projects: Cairngorms Connect, CALL, 
Flows to the Future, Nevis Partnership all of which demonstrate the biodiversity ambition of many Highland 
organisations and a willingness to think big. The support for the Forum meetings and biodiversity 
conferences shows that there is a continuing interest in sharing information and learning from others 
experiences.


The actions to date can be downloaded from the Forum website.


Giles invited Forum members to join the biodiversity working group and help to create the next action plan, 
which will be bringing together commitments to biodiversity action from agencies, NGOs and community 
groups. The plan will encourage further partnership working and highlight gaps in research and action.


Working in partnership : biodiversity achievements and challenges - a personal perspective:  
Rob Dewar, NTS


Rob highlighted some of the different ways in which the National Trust for Scotland works in partnership 
with individuals and organisations:


• Thistle Camps give people the opportunity to get actively involved in conservation work and to learn 
new skills from experts - eg scything. Over 100 Thistle camps a year are run by NTS.


• Rhododendron control needs partnership working to have any chance of succeeding - this has included 
working with gardeners in Torridon to remove Rhododendron ponticum and, where it is wanted, plant 
replacement non invasive rhododendron species. At Inverewe the NTS has worked with GALE (Gairloch 
and Lochewe Enterprise) to teach members how to make charcoal form rhododendron wood, and this is 
now a small enterprise for the group. NTS is currently putting together a lottery bid for rhododendron 
control across NTS west Highland properties and in association with community groups and Network 
Rail.


• Red squirrel reintroduction is a further example of successful partnership work - initially with Roy 
Dennis at Dundonnell, and now also  in association with Trees for Life. Communities and individuals are 
involved in monitoring feeding stations when they are first reintroduced and in providing records of 
sightings.


http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/35091/documents/biodiversity/programme-for-government-2019-summary.pdf
mailto:highlandenvironmentforum@gmail.com
http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/35091/documents/hibap/15-20/hibap-projects-to-august-2019.pdf


• Approximately 10 acres (3 fields) of a tenant’s croftland has been converted to nectar-rich grassland, 
and after initial scepticism he has found that his cattle like, and do well, on the mix. There is some 
interest from other crofters in trying this approach. The productivity of the fields is beginning to fall, and 
so the challenge is find ways of adding fertility without reducing floral diversity.


• NTS staff and building surveyors have been getting training in bat surveying, and are now passing on 
their skills to Thistle Camp participants and other volunteers.


Lantra Scotland: helping to support learning and skills development for the next generation of 
biodiversity managers:  
Kevin Patrick, Lantra


Lantra provides learning & skills development courses across the land management and aquaculture 
industries


They support the quality assurance of farm business advisors and their work to develop Integrated Land 
Management Plans for farming & crofting clients through Scottish Farm Advisory Service and:


Promotes diverse & rewarding careers across land-based & aquaculture sector

Influences skills policies & strategies, & learning provision

Promotes the business [& environmental] benefits of investing in skills


Encouraging a rural career


Lantra works with RHET & Royal Northern Countryside Initiative to help generate interest, and have 
produced a colourful poster highlighting some of the options


Careers resources inc factsheets, website information & videos and case studies

An annual awards evening  that celebrates the success of new entrants (young + career-changers) & the 
commitment of  their employers & training providers. Finalists are invited to be industry champions 
promoting learning & careers.


Working with careers influencers - professional advisors & school-based staff, & parents trying to break 
down outdated stereotypes of land-based opportunities only for less academic pupils

Influencing learning & training provision


Lantra sits on a steering group to develop & implement Skills Action Plan for Rural Scotland. This includes 
Scot Gov, Skills Development Scotland and Scottish Funding Council.


The National Occupational Standards define what a person should know, understand & be able to do in 
order to be competent in any one aspect of their work and Lantra works with industry partners & training 
providers to develop & refresh them. In Scotland the NOS are ‘dropped in’ to Scottish Vocational 
Qualifications, which are in turn key components of apprenticeships. There continues to be key & persistent 
skills gaps  -  include species ID & field survey skills. 


Lantra would welcome letters of support from Forum members to ensure we can refresh the 
environmental conservation standards for 2019 - 20. 

Lantra is also looking for a new pool of instructors to enable them to expand their course provision.  

Contact Kevin at kevin.patrick@lantra.co.uk  on both subjects 



Encouraging biodiversity on farms: 
Ali McKnight, Agroecosystems 
Ali highlighted the complexity and variety of habitats than can be found amongst agricultural land, including 
the significance of field margins and boundaries which can help to create a network of habitats. Healthy 
soils and water systems form essential underpinning to good farm management and biodiversity potential.


Ali outlined some of the policy factors affecting biodiversity on farms, noting theIntroduction and increase in 
greening measures and the requirement for cross-compliance (mandatory basic ecological measures  that 
sit within the subsidy funding). However, it isn’t generally possible to now get payments (under agri-
environment schemes) just for having good habitat on your land, only for management/improvement for 
biodiversity and / or for managing designated sites and species- and so this can put land managers who 
have looked after the biodiversity of their land at a disadvantage. In addition, agri-environment schemes 
have become increasingly bureaucratic and are often over-subscribed resulting in them being highly 
competitive.  


Forestry grants continue to be more flexible administratively and are can be easier to manage, however 
these are not appropriate for everyone and are obviously limited to some habitats only.


Farming for a Better Climate  is an initiative run jointly by the SRUC through the Scottish Farm Advisory 
Service, with the aim of reducing impact on climate. Their work is demonstrated on a number of volunteer 
farms, and practical advice is available.  Monitor farms are currently run via Scottish Government funding 
and provide demonstration and examples of best practice, and innovative management.  Their focus is on 
production and profitability, but this approach can lead to a more targeted use of fertilisers, chemicals etc. 
There could also be the potential to include more biodiversity related training and example. The Farm 
Advisory Service includes a wide range of training events, amongst which there are those targeting 
biodiversity and woodlands.  


Monitor farms are currently run via SRDP funding and provide demonstration examples of best practice. 
Their focus is on production and profitability, but this approach can lead to a more targeted use of fertilisers, 
chemicals etc. There could also be the potential to include more biodiversity related training and example.


The Farm Advisory Service includes training events, amongst which there are ones on biodiversity and 
woodlands.


Successful collaborative partnerships include: 

Speyside Waders Initiative (now part of Working for Waders) - which provides RSPB surveys, 
management advice and can loan field equipment.

Cairngorms Aspen Initiative - working with the Highland Aspen Group and Coille Alba. Amongst the

beneficiaries of aspen expansion is the dark bordered beauty moth - one of the species focussed on in the 
Rare Invertebrates in the Cairngorms project - which is a partnership of the Cairngorms National Park 
Authority, RSPB Scotland, Buglife Scotland, Butterfly Conservation Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage.


For the future: Ali suggested that the money available should be spread more widely in order to get more 
farmers involved on small scale management that could make a difference, although targeting is known to 
always be a priority. A system more tailored to the needs of individual holdings tends to produce an 
increase in trust and a better result; there is also potential currently being explored an outcomes based 
approach.


Local Biodiversity Groups 
Biodiversity action in Lochaber:  
Rory Stewart


The Lochaber Biodiversity Group is made up of organisations/groups with a remit for biodiversity and 
interested individuals. They have no budget, but work collaboratively on a number of projects. Rory outline 
some of those that have been undertaken in the last few years.


1. Two general meetings held and one on wildflower verge survey. Many local projects reported on by 
partners.


2. Survey of wildflower meadows of national importance in Glen Roy croftland owned by FCS whilst 
raising awareness of these with FCS and locals. FCS to engage further with tenants and advise on 
any grants that might be available to protect these.


3. Training day on wildflower meadows held at Glen Roy.


https://www.farmingforabetterclimate.org
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/farmingrural/Rural/business/monitor
https://www.fas.scot/
https://www.workingforwaders.com/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/our-work/conservation/projects/rare-invertebrates-in-the-cairngorms/


4. 5 and 20 year Management Plans for Loch Arkaig Woodlands (pine restoration) produced by 
Woodland Trust and Loch Arkaig Community Forest


5. Wildflower verge project initiated.


6. Extensive surveying of peatland with a view to restoration on Corrour Estate and Loch Arkaig 
woods.


7. Salmon mark and recapture project run by Lochaber Fisheries Trust, in relation to lice treatment.


8. Proposal for Glen Nevis Ecological Resource  Centre under consultation, replacing existing Nevis 
Landscape Partnership. 


9. Campaigned against development of a hydro-electric scheme at the Allt Mhuic Butterfly Reserve – 
but Highland Councillors overturned the area refusal.


10. Several training days on subjects as diverse as wild flowers, butterflies and moths, lichens and 
winter twigs help by NLP.


11. Wildlife of Lochaber booklet produced and distributed by Lochaber Nat Hist Society with several 
hundred copies sold to date.


12. Articles published and advice produced on Black Throated Divers and Disturbance


A new biodiversity group for the Wester Ross Biosphere:  
Peter Cunningham


The vision for the biosphere is ‘to help people and communities to work together with our natural

and cultural landscape to create a positive future.’


Peter gave an account of some of the potential areas of work for the Wester Ross Biodiversity Group, which 
has reformed as a working group for the biosphere. The biosphere covers some of the former East Ross 
biodiversity plan area, and the group is also working in association with the Skye and Lochalsh Environment 
Forum.  In addition to the primary core area of the biosphere at Ben Eighe NNR a smaller area of Atlantic 
oakwood at Coillie Mhor is a second core area.


Some of the main issues for the area are deer management, nutrient impoverished soils, and control of 
Rhododendron ponticum. For the latter to be successful large scale community involvement is required. 


The group is at the stage of planning future work, which will include continuing to support the what is 
already happening, look for partnership opportunities and where the group might lead an action.


Conservation work undertaken by Caithness Biodiversity Group: 

Donald Omand


Wildflower verges 
In the summer of 2011 the Caithness Biodiversity Group supported by Highland Council Tec Services 
piloted a project to enhance the wildflower interest of a small selection of our roadside verges.  The project 
was funded by the Dounreay Community Fund. The aim was twofold; to protect and encourage wildflower 
diversity and to increase the amount of pollen and nectar available to our insect life, in particular to bees. 


Some of our roadside verges were left uncut e.g. on the headlands or adjacent to moorland.   Others were 
cut later in the year allowing seed to set. We chose 14 verges where there was a variety of wild flower 
species such as the low growing eyebright, vetches, orchids and thyme or where the flowers were nectar 
rich, for instance red clover, vetches, marsh woundwort  and knapweed as these are good feeding  for the 
rare great yellow bumble bee which is found in the vicinity.


In general the pilot project worked well, only requiring a bit of fine tuning ensuring that there were no safety 
issues. The Highland Council cuts the verges for safety reasons but it also has a duty to protect biodiversity 
in its work.  In 2012 more formal sign were erected at the start and finish of the lengths of verge to be 
managed.


Verge management is not a perfect science and what suits one verge may not suit another depending on 
soil type, adjacent land management etc.  We found that some of the verges that were “no cut” verges 
require a cut every third year and the species rich verges fared better than the pollen and nectar verges 

https://www.scotsman.com/news/environment/highlands-hydro-scheme-to-be-built-across-rare-butterfly-reserve-1-4896233
https://www.wrb.scot


some of which became rank and required an extra cut in the spring. A wide late cut occasionally also helps 
to combat any gorse or rush encroachment. 


 A cab manual was produced highlighting the best way to manage the mowing county wide. There was an 
attempt to keep the verge project going beyond the stage of being a pilot but it has been beset with 
problems over the last few years .It looks like a success can be made of verge management but it requires 
continued support from Tec services. One good outcome is that due to staff shortages road verges no 
longer have as many cuts as they used to so there is in general an increase in the number of wild flowers 
there.


The Juniper Project

This is a joint project of the Caithness Biodiversity Group with support from Dunnet Bay  Distillery, and 
Highland Council Discretionary fund. Research was undertaken both through Desk top study and field work 
to record the location and health of Junipers on Dunnet Head. Our aim was to restock in places suitable for 
juniper where there had been damage through muirburn. 


We learned how to take cuttings and also grow from seed through training from Highland nurseries. and 
small plugs were potted on as they grew. Seedlings were also raised for us at Little Assynt Nursery.

By now we have planted out juniper at 5 locations which we monitor.  150 plants of which approx 75% have 
survived 


There is also potential for the project to be used to restock areas in Caithness and we are now raising 
juniper from Berriedale seed.


The small Blue Butterfly Project 
Caithness has 3 known colonies of small blue butterflies on its north coast. These are the most northerly in 
Scotland.  The small blue is a Scottish BAP species and is of conservation concern. In a past project 
funded by landfill grant the Caithness Biodiversity Group planted kidney vetch at Scrabster harbour 
adjacent to a small blue site and erected an interpretive panel. The vetch took well to the site and small blue 
have used the food plant.


The aims are to improve the habitat; to have a better understanding of where the caterpillar food plant 
(kidney Vetch) is to be found, to raise awareness of their existence, and plan for their future. The locations 
and habitats of the two colonies varies and requires different treatment. In the Dunnet Bay dune colony 
scything and raking of cut marram was undertaken to favour the growth of kidney vetch.We planted kidney 
vetch plugs  alongside the cleared path and it is hoped that by clearing the path more people will use it and 
the trampling will benefit the vetch.


In the quarry site at Castlehill, Castletown the vetch is on the rocky, barer quarry spoil from the old flagstone 
works. One section of old quarry face is particularly favoured by the small blue but needs to be protected 
from the spread of cotoneaster and a non –native ivy ( Chinese bramble ) which are spreading throughout  
the site. A contractor cleared these woody species from here and a nearby roundabout  and the group then 
planted kidney vetch plugs. These areas continue to be looked after by the Caithness countryside 
volunteers.


Mapping less recorded lands : a new biodiversity group for north Sutherland:  
Andy Summers for Meg Telfer


Meg was unable to attend the Forum for health reasons, and so Andy presented on her behalf. Andy gave 
some assistance in the early stages of the group, and has watched on impressed at their energy and 
enthusiasm - and discovery of previously unrecorded species in their area.


The setting up of the group was inspired by the work of naturalist, Ian Evans. Some funding was obtained to 
run introductory events, equipment and a leaflet, and the group has since gone from strength to strength. 
The group raises a little income through making a small charge or asking for donations at some events, but 
otherwise has no funding.


The group’s emphasis is on the study and enjoyment of wildlife and geology, and is open to everyone. There 
is an active facebook page, used to share discoveries and to get other people’s views/help with 
identification. The facebook page can also be used to organise a ‘pop up’ gathering - where someone will 
let other group members where they will be exploring in the next day or so, as weather allow.


As a result of their openness and enthusiasm the group has already become known in the area and people 
will get in touch with wildlife questions.




Helping to prevent lonesome pines : the Caledonian Pinewood Recovery Project:  
Steve Micklewright, Trees for Life


The project has it’s roots in the realisation that only the larger, designated native pinewood fragments (of the 
84 sites) have regular monitoring, and that the majority of small pinewood fragments - first recorded by 
Stephen and Carlisle, and followed up by the 1994 Pinewood Inventory, have not been surveyed since then,  
and are not under any management scheme. The majority of the fragments are in private land ownership 
and less than half have a designation.


The project is working in partnership with Woodland Trust Scotland - with landowner agreement - to survey 
these fragments and to discuss management and grant options with the landowners. The project is working 
with Scottish Land and Estates to recommend the project and approach landowners. In order to build trust 
with the results of survey and management discussions are kept private between the project and 
landowner. The experience to date has been that where project staff can speak directly to the landowner 
they are much more likely to be enthusiastic about the work of the recovery project, but that communication 
with an intermediary land management person/company can be more difficult. 


The project has three years funding and to date 40 fragments have been surveyed and 9 landowners have 
said ‘no’. So far none of the fragments look as they should. 


After this three year project some additional funding has been secured to continue the same process with 
Forest and Land Scotland sites.


Trees for Life, Woodland Trust Scotland and Borders Forest Trust are also planning ahead for their next 
project - the Lost Woods of Scotland, If it is successful in getting funding this will be a citizen science style 
project to look for isolated trees and tiny fragments of woodland that may indicate where previous 
woodlands stood.


Looking to the future 

What’s next in developing the HiBAP 2021 - 26?: 

Anne Elliott, SNH


Anne introduced some of the context in which the Highland Biodiversity Action Plan should be considered: 


UN IPBES 2019 draft report on a global assessment of biodiversity and ecosystem services, which found 
that there is an unprecedented rate of species extinctions which is accelerating. A transformative change is 
needed to restore and protect nature. They found that over 75% of land and 66% or marine environments 
have been significantly altered by human actions and more than a third of land and 75% of freshwater is 
now devoted to crop or livestock production.Prof. Settele says that “Ecosystems, species, wild populations, 
local varieties and breeds of domesticated plants and animals are shrinking, deteriorating or vanishing. The 
essential, interconnected web of life on Earth is getting smaller and increasingly frayed”. “This loss is a 
direct result of human activity and constitutes a direct threat to human well-being in all regions of the 
world.” The reasons given are changes in the use of land and sea, direct exploitation of animals or plants, 
climate change, pollution, and invasive non-native species.


Aichi Targets were set by the UN Convention on Biological Diversity in 2010 and also the European Union’s 
Biodiversity Strategy for 2020.  There are 20 Aichi targets, which can be seen here.


The Scottish Government has a number of relevant policies : Scotland’s Biodiversity: it’s in your hands was 
published in 2004, and the 2020 challenge for Scotland’s Biodiversity was published in 2013. These form 
the Scottish Biodiversity Strategy.  The aim is to protect ecosystems and restore and enhance them, grow 
our natural capital - for example peatlands are vital for storing carbon and also for its international 
conservation importance.


Scot gov aims to integrate public policy so, for example, Scottish Government, SEPA, Scottish Forestry, 
SNH and other public bodies are pulling in the same direction. Areas particularly recognised are catchment 
planning for diffuse pollution, flood risk, soil protection, peatland restoration and expansion of woodland 
cover. 


More need to be done for protected places and action for wildlife and habitats. Day to day site management 
needs to be supported. We need to work together creatively to eliminate problems/conflict.


https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/


Marine and coastal environment actions include a network of Marine Protected Areas, improving the status 
of priority marine features, and introducing a new system of marine planning.


World cafe discussion on Highland biodiversity action 

Discussion was conducted under the following subject headings:

1. Upland and Peatland

2. Invasive non native species

3. Freshwater and their catchments

4. Coast and Marine

5. Agricultural land

6. Woodland and Forestry

7. Planning and development

8. Other biodiversity action 


1. Upland and Peatland 

Communication/learning 
• Communication key to protection


• Give information about trees versus peatland - with regard to climate change

• Examples and case studies of local projects on peatlands that are positive

• Film or social media to get image of bag as carbon store across to public


• Greater communication between conservationists and sporting estates. Break down them and us 
attitude.


• Social Media, PR, Education

• More emphasis on getting estates and conservation groups working together

• Education of how important peatlands are

• Raising awareness of the value of peatland

• Getting messages from eg Flows to the Future out wider - and use ideas more widely


Demonstration 
• Monitor estates


• Demonstration sites with science

• Share good practice eg through case studies of integrated moorland/upland management


Biodiversity 

• Map curlew hotspots

• Right tree in right place etc Carbon and climate


• Recognise carbon sequestration from heathlands as well as bogs


• Recognise that deer damage peatland restoration - not compatible - deer reduction


• Support world heritage site status

• BAP plans previously costed


Financial 
• Ecological tax for damaging peat to deter development


• Alternative sources of income = eg mountain bike trails, ski uplift for ski touring

• Ecotourism - wildlife viewings and photos


2. Invasive non native species 
• Keep up the Highland INNS - not just the annual forum 




• Larger joined up projects needed

• Campaigns - eg check, clean, dry


• What about marine spp?

• Isolated/ Island eradication of species

• Need for partnership working, including across landowner and regional boundaries


Monitoring	 

• Need mapping 

• What comes back when native species are removed?


• Where do you record sightings? - too many places to report to


Awareness raising  

• Public awareness - lack of info, 

• More education about impacts/ biodiversity

• Use positive language - about protecting and improving


Agencies 
• Deliver practical actions/ advice not just strategy


• review biosecurity action plans

• Opportunities to involve professional bodies?

• Stricter rules on the release of non-natives and more research into potential impacts

• Improve regulation of prohibited plant sales


Community/ private sector 
• Difficult to expand and join up community groups

• Use planning regulations for biodiversity gain

• Barriers include - daunting/v long tern effort

• Need support and guidance = toolbox for communities


• Outdoor education

• Several localised spp need action at a local level

• Opportunities for involvement - Himalayan balsam, skunk cabbage - non chemical interventions


	 

3. Freshwater and their catchments 

Practical management 
• Small leaky ponds to slow down run-off and support wildlife

• Create ponds at development sites to enhance biodiversity

• Stop burning near catchment areas

• Allow succession?

• Riparian woodland projects -- a mosaic of habitats with good connectivity - 4


Survey/research 
• Identify bank erosion areas


• Volunteers could note locations with possible enriching factors - eg woodland, vegetation diversity

• Are pearl mussels and eels starving in some places?

• Slow down rates of erosion 




• Midges and spiders project

• Better land management


• Identify and prioritise areas across Highland for freshwater and wetland habitat

• Measurable gains that could be more widely implemented


Soil nutrients 
• Put people back into catchment areas

• Compost toilets - renutrification

• Rebuild ecosystem nutrition in upland and oligotrophic catchments


Biodiversity and flood management 
• Reconnect rivers to floodplains, restore natural flooding to enhance biodiversity

• Need to increase ability of catchment areas to soak up rainfall - soil cover, vegetation cover, peatlands

• Projects for eels - critically endangered species

• More beavers


• Plant more trees

• INNS priority spp as keystone spp to help whole habitats


Funding 
• Identify funding streams - make them easier and with more notice

• Long term rather than short term projects


• Long term volunteer investment


Communication/learning 

• More education on importance of clean rivers

• Promote projects for volunteers

• Link groups together - including social media

• Don’t plant trees until local support?

• Support rangers eel project

• Communication - provide a forum for open positive operational conversations


Demonstration 
• Case studies of good practice and people focussed

• Highlight good examples of catchment management


• Promote catchment schemes - eg  Carrifran partnership = ownership, community catchments


Land ownership 

• Promote community ownership of river catchment areas

• More funding for footpaths along rivers 


Other 
• Link up various action plans. Identify shared actions/resources

• Balance needed to develop renewables and biodiversity/habitat damage - especially when there are 

multiple schemes in one location


4. Coast and Marine 



Biodiversity 
• Reintroduce marine spp


• Protect and plant eel grass

• Saltmarshes to safeguard nursery areas

• No take zones with monitoring of recovery


• New Highland seashore project

• SAMs - co coast - coastal surveying


Carbon/climate change 
• Decrease cruise shops and ferries

• Carbon audit of existing fishery

• Phase out oil and gas development


Litter 
• An audit of port and harbour waste facilities


• Ban the most damaging fishing gear

• Flora and Fauna International

• Pressurise aquaculture and fishing industry to clean up litter


Aquaculture 
• Salmon farms - ban them or have closed systems


• Better data sharing - especially between public bodies

• Look into ‘SIFiDS project and potential gains in communication with fishing industry

• Precautionary principle

• Conflicting policies - eg aquaculture vs water quality


Community and partnerships 
• Work with local communities to protect marine habitat

• Develop sea use partnerships - like land use partnerships

• Training to enable monitoring

• West coast marine planning group


• Involve the fishermen

• Link up marine planning and MPAs - make it simpler

• Spatial element


Other 
• Fishing and Brexit


• Acoustic pollution


5. Agricultural land 

Farming subsidies 
• Missed opportunity - funding packages are not integrated with outcomes - which inhibits integrated land 

management

• Strong budget with local priorities should be allowable

• Funding needs to support many small individual schemes rather than large one off schemes.




• Consideration of how to share support over all farmers as well as the top level work (SSSI)

• Foster wildlife/ diversity output as a viable output on farms


• Wildlife biodiversity as a product so it becomes part of the financial management plan

• Support for engagement in conservation outcome based approaches

• Supporting and encouraging good biodiversity management 


• Prioritise habitats and spp on agricultural land - providing a secure funding stream

• Local budgets for local priorities


Community and partnerships 
• Policy and practical integration of sectors and communities to bring people and action together - respect 

and understanding

• Foster positive relationships and engagement between farming, community, conservation to carry out 

biodiversity surveys and build understanding

• Supporting local initiatives - get involved

• Project to link farmers and local naturalists


Practical action 
• Project - improving dosing accuracy (including equipment to monitor worm counts in livestock), 

reduction in worming chemicals leading to improvements for invertebrates

• Middle ground approach - eg wild flower rich meadows that are good for animal food and health

• Flying flock for Highlands with volunteer stock watchers?


• Curlew hotspot mapping


Purchasing power 

• Educate the consumer - increase demand for sustainable Scottish produce

• Push for policy changes to support local produce - to combat competition with cheap imports

• Strict agency procurement policies - to encourage purchase of local produce


6. Woodland and Forestry 

Grazing 
• Need fewer sheep and deer

• Deer - culling - give incentives


• Predator reintroductions


Economics 

• Look at/manage for public benefits

• Opportunities for multi land use - croft forest, forest gardening

• Change the economic value of land vs trees

• increase promotion of Scots pine as a resource to increase native trees in Highland (there was a Scots 

pine resource project - what did this conclude? Any new opportunities?

• Redefine forest productivity


Communication/learning 
Mainstream awareness and connection

Councillors/MSPs to be habitat champions




Catchment planning - SEPA/Fisheries - have a seminar??


Biodiversity 
• List of priority spp is helpful

• Action - Identify top ten endangered (and dangerous) spp


• Riparian woodland

• Current model of productive forestry is not sustainable  - ie clear fell and spruce

• Native woodland expansion - native woodland regeneration - when to intervene?

• Forest policy - developers mitigation and Scottish Forestry - definitions

• Soil surveys - soil fungi

• Veteran trees  and deadwood - promote and increase

• Climate proof woodland

• Natural flood management

• Expand woodland networks.corridors

• Connectivity and resilience - montane woodlands - action - native woodland monitoring


• What replaces lost tree species? - Forest resilience conference

• What is rewilding?


Survey/research 
Use hill walkers to record old woodland


Other 
Moving form engagement to more positive actions - and planting

People - slow tourism, volunteering, health and wellbeing


7. Planning and development 
Planning ecologist 
• Lack of ecological planning conditions

• Lack of planning ecologists - 2

• Lack of mentoring and enforcing planning guidance

• More local nature conservation sites


• Biodiversity net gain should cover water environment - does it?


Biodiversity within a built environment 

• Merkinch LNR - ensure no development on it

• Control of INNS through planning conditions

• Ensure developers have to incorporate measures for wildlife/biodiversity - eg swift boxes, bat boxes, tree 

planing, pollinator areas


Renewables 

• National strategy for renewables

• Windfarm money to be used for ecological projects

• Prioritise large renewables to make sure there is no net biodiversity loss


Communication/Learning 
• HEF skills hub

• Enhanced networking of interested focus groups




• Better 2-way partnership working

• Enhanced networking of interested focus groups


• Continuation of current services through Caroline

• Departmental biodiversity training for HC (and councillors)

• Facilitating role for stakeholders  - residents, land managers for better management


• Advice pack available for locals/public on how to highlight biodiversity issues

• Coordination with dedicated HC staff

• Retention and possible expansion of ranger service


Survey/research 
• Mapping for environmentally sensitive areas - habitats and species


8. Other biodiversity action  
• Resources for small scale projects - eg equipment


Skills and training 
• Skills sharing amongst partners


• Training on biodiversity and conservation across sectors

• biodiversity and species hotspot mapping

• Biological recording - training in identification


• Set up identification workshops and support groups

• Planning case officers to get biodiversity training


Data collection 
• Support Scottish Biodiversity Information Forum (SBIF)

• HiBAP to adopt recommendations for future of biological recording in Scotland and how best to achieve 

this


• Grassland resource of airfields  - conduct phase 1 habitat surveys, attract pollinators, install bat boxes


• Getting valuations of natural capital and ecosystem services down to local/public level



